CHAMPS Rules that are Included in the Audits:
1. CHAMPS is run in Yards this year
2. Seed Time includes CHAMPS of prior year Not in 2021 due to no Champs in
2020
3. To qualify, must have swum actual event with qualifying time in current
season
4. No more than 4 individual and 2 relay events
5. Sandbag rule – 13&Older Swimmers with six or more SV times cannot swim
JV or V; six or more SV or V times can’t swim JV. 12&Under Swimmers with
four or more SV times cannot swim JV or V; four or more SV or V times
can’t swim JV. This only applies to individual events.
6. Only three relays per club, per age group, per type of event (i.e. Freestyle
or Medley). These can be split up in any manner (e.g. 3 SV relays; 2 SV, 1 JV
relay; 1 V, 2 JV relays; etc.).
7. Every relay must have at least one CHAMPS qualifier IN THE
STROKE/DISTANCE S/HE IS SWIMMING in the relay
8. All swimmers in the relay must have swum that stroke in that distance
during the current season. The exception is with an intact relay.
9. Intact relay times must be faster than the four individual times combined or
the combined times will be used.
10.Relays must be of mixed gender.
11.Relay times are checked by the audit to make sure they are added correctly
and are using the correct seed time. Feel free to use an app to help you
with this! Do not necessarily trust what is in the computer.
Eligibility sheets will be provided as soon as possible after the last regular season
meet is swum for each team. Entries are due by 10 p.m. on Sunday, July 18. Time
slots for Registration will be assigned on a first come, first served basis, but if you
have a request, email Christy@GRALVA.com. Coaches only need to attend
Registration if there are changes to be made due to mistakes or other reasons.
Changes may be made after Registration ONLY IF it was an adult error and if the
swimmer can be fit into a less-than-full heat; a fee will be assessed. Individual
event changes will NOT be made after Friday, July 23 for any reason.

